Developair Technologies is building a team of experts in the fields of Artificial Intelligence and Software Engineering, with a passion for technology who would like to grow in an innovative culture.

Main functions, requisites & benefits

Main functions
To specify requirements and tests. To implement and run black box tests. To interact with clients. To provide support in software development tasks related to the product.

Requisites
Valued requirements: A Master in Computer, Industrial, or Telecommunications Engineering, or equivalent. Experience in the design and development of Systems / Software Engineering projects in industrial sectors such as railway, automotive or aerospace. Experience in the specification and management of requirements and tests with tools such as DOORS, RQM, or similar. Experience in modeling and simulation of systems with Simulink. Experience in testing with Vectorcast. Knowledge of standards applied to the development of safety-critical systems (EN 50128, DO-178C, ISO 26262). Experience in Python software development. Experience in working with customers. Advanced English level. Essential requirements: A drive for continuous learning and the ability to learn quickly. Proactiveness. Teamwork skills. A person with experience in the development of embedded and cyber-physical systems, to apply the our technology in the software development of industrial systems.

Benefits
OPPORTUNITY TO WORK IN CUTTING-EDGE TECHNOLOGIES: At Developair Technologies we develop solutions based on state-of-the-art technologies and apply them in an innovative way to solve our clients' problems. Therefore, you will have the opportunity to learn and apply technologies from fields such as Artificial Intelligence CONTINUOUS TRAINING OPTIONS: Nowadays technology evolves very quickly, leaving our knowledge out-dated. At Developair Technologies, we make sure to keep ourselves updated at a technological level, and therefore training our employees is a priority OPPORTUNITIES FOR PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT: We offer you the opportunity to work on appealing challenges, and grow as a professional in an innovative environment, with great freedom of action and with the real possibility of promoting your responsibilities as the company grows INTEGRATION IN A DIVERSE AND DYNAMIC TEAM: We value proactive people who like working as a team, and we want them to feel fulfilled. That is why maintaining a good atmosphere in our workplace is key for us, and that is why we foster collaboration, autonomy and respect INTERESTING WORKING CONDITIONS AND SALARY: We value and provide flexibility, and we propose interesting salary offers that depend on the specific profile.